The time varying flows of biomass and energy in tsetse (Glossina) can be examined through the construction of a dynamic mass-energy budget specific to these flies but such a budget depends on efficiencies of metabolic conversion which are unknown. These efficiencies of conversion determine the overall yields when food or storage tissue is converted into body tissue or into metabolic energy. A biochemical approach to the estimation of these efficiencies uses stoichiometry and a simplified description of tsetse metabolism to derive estimates of the yields, for a given amount of each substrate, of conversion product, by-products, and exchanged gases. This biochemical approach improves on estimates obtained through calorimetry because the stoichiometric calculations explicitly include the inefficiencies and costs of the reactions of conversion. However, the biochemical approach still overestimates the actual conversion efficiency because the approach ignores all the biological inefficiencies and costs such as the inefficiencies of leaky membranes and the costs of molecular transport, enzyme production, and cell growth.
flies including the nutrition and growth of individuals, the intrinsic growth rate of tsetse populations, and the transmission dynamics of the tsetse vectored trypanosomiases. A particularly effective approach to the examination of these dynamics involves the assembly and evaluation of a dynamic mass-energy budget [1] [2] [3] constructed specifically for tsetse. Such a budget could capture the essence of the time varying flows of biomass and energy in tsetse, could explain these dynamics mechanistically based on the internal physiology of the flies, and could form the core of a physiologically based model of tsetse population dynamics [4] [5] [6] . The budget and population model could, in turn, form the core of an epidemiological model of trypanosomiasis dynamics [7, 8] because the tsetse vectored trypanosomiases are transmitted when tsetse feed to acquire biomass and energy.
At the center of any dynamic mass-energy budget applicable to heterotrophs lies the conversion of food substrates into usable products, either body tissue or metabolic energy. The efficiencies of these conversions influence the rates of mass and energy flow since the rate of food intake must at least equal, but may exceed, the rate of end product use divided by the conversion efficiency. Food conversion involves, first, the breakdown of food substances leading either to their absorption or to their egestion and, then, the post-absorptive processing of nutrients leading either to their assimilation as body mass, to their consumption as energy, or to their excretion either because they are too costly to process or because they could potentially accumulate to toxic levels. The ultimate yield from biomass conversion will reflect the richness of the food source, the loss of food which is not digested, the loss of resources which are either directly egested or absorbed but then excreted because they are too costly to assimilate, the costs involved in conversion, the efficiency of the conversion process, the cost of removal of potentially toxic substances in the food, the costs of transportation and growth necessary to digestion, and the energetic richness of the resulting substances. This paper develops quantitative estimates of the efficiencies of biomass conversion in tsetse. These conversion estimates will provide the working numbers needed to elucidate tsetse energetics and thereby construct a dynamic mass-energy budget which can quantify the need for food of individual flies based on their rates of respiration, development, growth, and reproduction.
Approaches to estimation
The fundamental principles of mass and energy conservation constrain the efficiency of conversion in metabolic reactions to lie at or below unity. Other principles from thermodynamics, physics, chemistry, and biochemistry then successively lower the maximum theoretical yield by including the impact of more inefficiencies and costs, thereby achieving more realism and constraining the estimate sequentially closer to the actual biological efficiency experienced by the organism.
The balance of mass can be treated separately from the balance of energy since biological systems do not involve nuclear transformations but the two balances are coupled so they can be leveraged jointly for estimation. The physical law of mass conservation, when applied at the organismal level, requires that, across any time interval, the original mass of the organism plus the mass of food material ingested must equal the final mass of the organism plus the mass of material egested. This was the analytic approach of van Helmont's famous 1648 willow growth experiment [9] . Chemistry refines the law of mass conservation into a law of element balance in which the masses of each element can be treated separately and each must balance across all the biological reactions. This approach is widely used in ecology notably in the field of ecological stoichiometry [10] and in the recent studies of isotope flows. The biochemical approach further refines the estimate by considering the fate of specific structural molecular fragments. This is the approach that is required for nutritional studies of the trophic flow of vitamins or of necessary and non-synthesizable amino acids. The biological approach refines the estimate even further by considering explicitly indigestible tissue structures such as the seeds in fruit. The strategy of mass balance provides a useful component for the estimation of conversion yields because each of these approaches defines a strict equality between the start and the end of the conversion, albeit with successively more detail in the entity being balanced.
The balance of energy in the conversion process can also be used in estimating the efficiency of conversion. While a full energetic budget would consider the radiation balance of organisms as well as the balance in the potential energy of chemical bonds, this study focuses on the balance of chemical energy only, because the biologically useful energy is exclusively that of chemical bonds and because, in heterotrophs, the radiation budget only affects the heat balance of the organism. The omission of radiation from the energy budget alters the analysis from one of a strict equality between the inputs and outputs to one of a constraining inequality because the energy lost as heat is not quantified. The laws of thermodynamics place an upper limit on the efficiency of energetic conversion: the first law requires that the conversion product have at most the same amount of energy as the substrate while the second law states that the efficiency of conversion must be less than unity. Since the potential energy of chemical bonds is only accessible by conversion of the original bonds to new bonds, the approach of physical chemistry examines the potential energy available from the complete oxidation of the food and body tissue with a suitable oxidant. This is the approach taken by the studies which use calorimeters to burn food, exuvium, and body tissues in oxygen and then calculate the metabolic efficiency of energy conversion based on the difference in potential chemical energy. This approach has been used to obtain a static energy budget for tsetse [11] . The approach of biochemistry reduces the estimate of conversion efficiency from that provided by physical chemistry because it considers explicitly the energy recovered through the reactions of biochemical conversion rather than the energy potentially recoverable from the overall chemical reaction. The difference between the two can be significant with the core reactions involved in pyruvate catabolism only capturing, at a maximum, 33% of the chemically available energy [12] . The biological approach further reduces the estimate of energetic recovery efficiency by considering the inefficiencies of conversion due to the imperfection of biological structures and by including the biological costs of digestion, of transport, and of storage. The biological approach would, for example, consider the inefficiencies in the production of ATP due to leakage of the mitochondrial membrane and the costs of maintenance of the digestive lumen, formation of digestive enzymes, manufacture of metabolic enzymes, formation of new cells for the growth of internal organs used in digestion [13] [14] [15] , and synthesis of molecular complexes for transport such as the joining of glycerides to proteins. However, these biological inefficiencies and costs do not necessarily need to be considered separately. Biological inefficiencies, if they are static or have reasonable average values, can be incorporated directly into the stoichiometric estimation process. Biological costs, to the extent that they involve inhalation of oxygen or exhalation of carbon dioxide, can be accounted for as separate costs in an energetic budget rather than explicitly included in the estimate of conversion efficiency.
Experimental approaches to the estimation of conversion yields have not yet obtained estimates for the major biomass conversions in multicellular animals. Experiments on whole organisms have examined the conversion costs as part of the 'work of digestion', alternatively called the 'specific dynamic action', 'feeding heat increment', or 'postprandial thermogenesis'. These studies use calorimetric measurements and measurements of post-digestive respiration to derive estimates of the costs of digestion in metabolic energy production. A study of this kind was able to estimate that the costs of digestion in a python species account for around a third of the energy available in the food [13] . More detailed experiments are attempting to resolve the different costs but these studies have not yet separated biological costs from the biochemical costs nor, apparently, have such experiments yet distinguished the costs of body tissue formation from the costs of metabolic energy production. Experiments on single cells are achieving remarkable results and now aim to model the full chemical kinetics to estimate the actual production yields of specific metabolic products, especially those which are industrially important. Such experiments are beginning to determine quantitatively the realized conversion efficiencies based on measurements of the flux of the 13 C isotope and drawing on the use of mass spectrometry, gas chromatography, and nuclear magnetic resonance detection [16, 17] . However, these conversion estimates depend extensively on coupled stoichiometric modeling [18, 19] so these are not simply experimental approaches but rather integrations of experimental and theoretical strategies.
This analytic approach
This paper derives quantitative estimates of upper theoretical yields for each of the major conversions in tsetse metabolism using essentially a biochemical approach. The approach was chosen because it could rapidly obtain a complete set of estimates based on a mechanistic interpretation and do so with more accuracy than alternative approaches. The biochemical approach promised to be rapid since it could be performed solely through calculation; indeed, the early success of an initial quick study led to its expansion into this complete analysis. Because the scientific literature now provides all the data required for the analysis, including the composition of tsetse food and tissues, the metabolic pathways, and the reaction sequences, the biochemical approach is able to obtain a complete set of estimates for each of the major conversions. The biochemical approach also provides a mechanistic basis which can explain the yield estimates as the sum of yields and costs in component reactions rather than being simply an empirical measure derived from experiment. The biochemical approach is expected to provide a more accurate estimate than would a calorimetric approach because it considers explicitly more of the costs and inefficiencies of the conversion process.
The calculations presented in this work are necessary because no applicable preexisting results could be found. Tsetse metabolism is unusual in combining a protein diet, the use of uric acid for the disposal of nitrogen, and the use of the amino acid proline as the primary substrate for energy production during flight. These peculiarities bring difficulties to the reuse of existing stoichiometric calculations. The reference values which would be necessary to avoid the calculations presented in this paper could not be found despite consultations with physiologists specializing in bioenergetics and a search of the general literature. The literature on tsetse energetics also fails to provide suitable values. The most complete analysis of tsetse metabolic energetics is the static energy budget presented by Bursell and Taylor [11] which integrates most of the earlier research. That paper presents empirical estimates for both the conversion efficiency of blood to body fat and the consumption of oxygen during fat catabolism but does not provide estimates for the conversion efficiencies of the other major metabolic pathways.
This calculation of conversion yields involves several steps. Tsetse metabolism is simplified down to its core pathways. Tsetse food and body tissues are reduced to simple representative compositions. Each metabolic pathway is expanded into a single series of reactions which lead from the composition of the substrates to that of the products and by-products. Metabolic reactions are considered to occur in a steady state system in which a single input is entirely converted and the system restored to its original state. Based on this view, the yields can be derived from simple stoichiometric calculations. This approach derives estimates of the upper theoretical yields for each of the metabolic conversions considered important in tsetse metabolism and obtains estimates of the uric acid formed to dispose of nitrogenous waste, of the oxygen required, and of the carbon dioxide released in each conversion.
This biochemical approach to the calculation of conversion yields has several conceptual consequences. This approach implicitly considers conversion as a fixed process with static conversion efficiencies since the approach describes, for each conversion, only the single, most efficient pathway, and any such reaction sequence will follow Avogadro's principle of fixed numerical proportions between the substrates and products of chemical reactions. Since tsetse feed on a single, invariant food substrate, namely vertebrate blood [20, 21] , this analysis does not consider changing efficiencies of metabolism due to food switching or nutritional variation. This greatly simplifies the analysis and budgeting of tsetse energetics by allowing a fixed conversion rate between food and products, for example, an adult fly body mass can be explicitly quantified in terms of its bloodmeal equivalents. Another consequence of the approach is that the conversion pathways are implicitly considered independent of each other.
A simplified description of tsetse metabolism
This analysis simplifies tsetse metabolism to the conversions which account for the bulk of the transformations of food into metabolic energy, of food into body mass, and of storage body mass into metabolic energy.
Tsetse feed uniquely on vertebrate blood which is composed of approximately 80% water and 20% protein. The amounts of lipids, carbohydrates, and nucleic acids in blood are negligible, between 0.8% and 1% of wet blood or 4% and 5% of the dry weight [22, 23] , so tsetse can be assumed, as a first approximation, to feed exclusively on protein. Tsetse egest haematin unprocessed but digest the remaining blood protein, absorbing the constituent amino acids into their haemolymph [24, 25] . Therefore, the tsetse food source consists essentially of a pool of amino acids which are converted into metabolic energy or into tsetse body tissue.
Metabolic energy is provided by a number of molecules including the reducing molecules nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (hereinafter NADH) and flavin-adenine dinucleotide (FADH 2 ) and including adenosine triphosphate (ATP). These each have other closely related molecules with essentially identical roles in metabolism. In this paper, all these energetic molecules are treated for simplicity as their equivalent amount of ATP.
Tsetse body tissue composition is variable but is approximately 70% water, 10% ether soluble dry weight, and 20% residual dry weight (RDW) [26, 27] . The ether soluble fraction of dry weight is assumed to consist entirely of fat (Fat), i.e. triglycerides, since this is the component of body mass which is soluble in ether. The non-fat dry weight of most insects consists of around 70% protein, 10% structural carbohydrates, 10% other carbohydrates, 6% minerals, with the remainder miscelaneous substances such as nucleic acids [28] . Glycogen and other free carbohydrates, which are important for energy storage in most insects, are essentially absent from tsetse [25] so that protein should contribute around 78% of tsetse RDW. As a first approximation, used for simplicity, this study considers all of the RDW to be protein, i.e. polypeptides.
In pregnant female tsetse a significant portion of the bloodmeals are used to produce the milky secretion (milk) of the milk gland which nourishes the offspring in utero. This secretion comprises the major gain in body mass of females during pregnancy. This milk consists entirely, by dry weight, of fat and protein [29] [30] [31] and is passed on directly to the embryo which has a similar composition. The metabolic pathways of pregnancy therefore involve the conversion of blood to fat and of blood to protein, which are the same pathways as those involved in the manufacture of tsetse body mass.
Tsetse fat acts as an energy reserve which is catabolized for metabolic ATP following two pathways: one pathway, common to all organisms, produces energy for general metabolism and another pathway, specific to tsetse, powers flight by converting alanine to proline and then back [24, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] .
The major metabolic pathways of tsetse therefore consist of the conversion of amino acids from blood, into the the energy of the outer bi-phosphate bond in ATP, into body or milk fat, or into body or milk protein, and the conversion of fat into ATP along two seperate pathways, one for resting metabolism and one for flight. These pathways are presented schematically as the five arrows of figure 1.
Crude estimates of the conversion efficiencies of these pathways can be derived from calculations based on the chemical energy content of the end products. Each milligram of blood protein could produce at most between 4.098 × 10 -4 and 5.465 × 10 -4 moles of ATP from adenosine diphosphate (ADP), between 0.33 and 0.44 milligrams of Fat, or 1 milligram body protein, since the change in free energy during protein combustion in oxygen is between -3 and -4 kcal/g, the change from the release of the third phosphate of ATP is -7.32 kcal/mol, and the change due to fat combustion is around -9 kcal/g. Each milligram of fat could produce at most 1.230 × 10 -3 moles of ATP from ADP. These estimates are high since they do not include the energetic costs and inefficiencies of the conversion process, the costs of disposal of toxic byproducts, or the biological costs of digestion and growth. These crude estimates do not provide the amount of respiratory gases consumed or produced in the conversion process and do not distinguish between the two pathways tsetse use to catabolize fat. More detailed estimates require the use of a stoichiometric approach.
The efficiency of conversion along each of these pathways depends, first, on the detailed chemical composition of the reactants, both substrates and products, in these pathways and, second, on the actual sequences of reactions used in each pathway. These two issues are discussed next.
The detailed chemical composition of the reactants
The exact chemical composition of the reactants involved in these conversions define the end points of the meta-bolic reaction pathways. This composition constrains the overall yield of the pathway, determines the mass balance of the reactions, and determines the amounts of toxic byproducts produced by conversion.
Water, despite forming the major component of the blood food source and of tsetse body tissue, is ignored throughout this analysis because it has no influence on the calculated efficiencies of conversion. Water participates in the biochemical reactions of energy production only as the aqueous reaction medium and as the end product of full catabolism. Since biochemical reactions occur in an aqueous medium, water is never a limiting factor for the reactions. This analysis of the net efficiencies of biochemical conversion can therefore focus entirely on the non-aqueous, 'dry,' components of the tissues.
The biochemical composition of bloodmeal protein is presented in Bursell [22] based on the molar fraction of each amino acids in vertebrate blood. These data are displayed in the second column of table 1. Part of the bloodmeal is not used by tsetse but is egested immediately in the exuvium. The composition of the exuvium is presented in Bursell [22] . The oxygen binding haematin in the bloodmeal is egested without being split into constituent amino acids and both arginine and histidine are absorbed from the gut but then are excreted unmodified, presumably due to their high nitrogen content [22] . Columns 3 and 4 of table 1 show the total nitrogen and carbon mass contained in a pool of one hundred moles of bloodmeal amino acids; both must be accounted for completely in the stoichiometric analysis.
The composition of tsetse body fat is estimated in Langley and Pimley [30] . The fatty acid composition of tsetse fat A schematic overview of the major metabolic pathways in Glossina consists approximately of 40% palmitic acid (16 carbons:0 double bonds), 30% palmitolic acid (16:1) and 20% oleic acid (18:1) [30] . For this analysis, all fat is assumed to consist of triesters of palmitic acid. This approximation should only lead to a minor error in the estimated yield since the sixteen carbon chain represents a reasonable average chain length [22] , because the energetic difference between equal masses of different fatty acids are minor, and since the energtic cost of double bond formation is minor.
The composition of tsetse muscle protein is presented in Bursell [22] and can be recalculated from Agosin [38] . Those results are repeated in columns 5 and 6 of table 1. This study considers the amino acid composition of tsetse flight muscle protein to be identical to the composition of vertebrate blood both based on the similarity of the second, fifth, and sixth columns of table 1 and because the differences between the two estimates of tsetse muscle protein composition are on the scale of their differences to vertebrate blood. A more accurate analysis would require a series of dedicated experiments providing estimates of the composition of these tissues and assessing the stability of this composition over time. Based on the simplification used here, the formation of tsetse muscle protein is considered to require a bulk transfer of amino acids obtained from the bloodmeal along with the energetic cost of peptide bond formation.
The composition of the fat produced in the milky secretion of females and incorporated into the developing embryo was analyzed by Langley and Pimley [31] . They found that the fat in milk consists of approximately 65% palmitic acid (16:0), 27% palmitolic (16:1), 7% linoleic acid (18:2), and 2% myristic acid (14:0). As stated above, this analysis considers all fat to be triesters of palmitic acid, an assumption which should not lead to major errors in the final estimated efficiencies of conversion. The amino acid composition of vertebrate blood and tsetse muscle. The composition is reported as number of molecules of each amino acid in 100 moles of blood or muscle amino acids (numeric %). The nitrogen and carbon composition is the number of those atoms contributed by each amino acid in 100 moles of blood amino acids (mol / 100 mol).
The composition of the protein in tsetse milk is presented in an article by Cmelik et al. [29] and repeated here in column 7 of table 1. The amino acid composition of the milk differs from the composition of blood and muscle principally in the elevated fractions of proline, glutamate, and tyrosine [39] . This analysis was unable to integrate this difference in amino acid compositions; instead, the composition of milk protein is assumed identical to the composition of the protein in vertebrate blood and in tsetse muscle. This simplification should lead to an overestimate of the yield of milk mass from a given amount of blood because the three amino acids present in higher proportions have a higher energy content than the average amino acid so the production of these amino acids would require the conversion of part of the blood to energy. However, the simplifying assumption is required by the limitations in the methodology of the study and in the data used for this analysis. A more refined approach is left to future studies.
Tsetse dispose of the excess nitrogen in the bloodmeal by egesting haematin, by excreting arginine and histidine, and by forming uric acid [22, 40] . There is no published evidence of the excretion, by tsetse, of ammonium so all disposed nitrogen is assumed to be excreted as uric acid. The formation of uric acid requires both carbon for the molecule's rings and ATP to drive the reaction. These costs of nitrogen disposal must be included in any realistic estimate of the net conversion yields along each of the major metabolic pathways.
In this paper, the five major metabolic pathways presented in figure 1 have been simplified to the following conversions. Tsetse food is assumed to consist exclusively of amino acids in the proportions presented by Bursell [22] . This pool of amino acids is converted into ATP, into triesters of palmitic acid, or into protein with identical amino acid composition to the blood. The triesters of palmitic acid are themselves catabolized to form ATP along either of two metabolic pathways.
The reaction sequence along each pathway
The sequence of reactions used by tsetse for the conversions described by figure 1 can be obtained by linking general descriptions of the metabolic pathways used by tsetse, obtained from the tsetse literature, with specific descriptions of the biochemical reactions which occur in these pathways, obtained from the biochemical literature.
The metabolic pathways used by tsetse combine standard pathways used by most organisms with pathways specific to tsetse. The formation, from amino acids, of ATP and of fat proceed through standard pathways, respectively, the Krebs cycle followed by the electron transport chain and the triglyceride synthesis pathways. The pathway used by tsetse to form uric acid proceeds via glycine [22, 24] . Tsetse use both the standard pathway of fat catabolism through the Krebs cycle and use a special pathway for flight energy which combines the common path used to convert fat to proline [24, 33, 35, 41] with the common path used to convert proline to ATP [24, 34, 36, 37] while alanine acts as the transamination reactant [42] .
The specific reactions involved in each step of the conversion pathways are similar for most organisms and have been established by biochemists and presented in the biochemical literature. The book Biochemical Pathways by Michal [12] provides an integrated presentation of the biochemical reactions which occur in living organisms. This book describes every reaction involved in each of the metabolic pathways presented in figure 1 .
Biologically realistic calculations of the proportions of conversion between substrates (blood or fat) and products (ATP, fat, or protein) in the five pathways presented in figure 1 must include the energetic costs incurred in the reactions of conversion and the costs of disposal of the toxic by-products of each pathway. ATP is required for the formation of both fat and protein and for certain steps in most reaction pathways. To generate the required ATP, a proportional quantity of the reaction substrate must be catabolized. The amino acid diet of tsetse is high in nitrogen whose accumulation could potentially reach toxic levels. The formation of uric acid to excrete this excess nitrogen requires both energy and carbon which must be derived from some of the amino acids in the bloodmeal.
An overview of the biochemical conversions considered here is presented in figure 2 . The dark area (gray) includes the Krebs cycle, the lighter area (blue) outlines the triglyceride (fat) metabolic pathway, and the lightest shaded area (green) includes the elements involved in the formation of uric acid. The hexagonal labels denote the amino acids and the rectangular labels identify Krebs cycle products. The entry points of amino acid into the Krebs cycle are taken from McCabe and Bursell [41] (see figure 3 ) and Michal [12] (see figure 3.8-1). Threonine (Thr), capable of entering the cycle either as Acetyl-CoA or as Succinyl-CoA, is assigned entirely to Succinyl-CoA following McCabe and Bursell [41] . The estimates of the energetic yields of Krebs cycle constituents are presented in table 2. These are used to obtain the estimates of the energetic yields of amino acid catabolism given in table 3 .
Overview of this analysis
The results section presents the estimated yield, uric acid production, and gas exchange in each of the five major metabolic pathways. First, the analysis examines the pathway of conversion of blood into the energy in the outer biphosphate bond of ATP, requiring an estimate of the concomitant cost of uric acid formation. Next, conversion estimate of blood to protein is calculated as a bulk transfer of blood amino acids to protein coupled with the cost of protein formation. Third, the conversion of blood to fat is analyzed. Finally, the last two sections consider the catabolic breakdown of fat for the formation of ATP from ADP, first, following the pathway used for resting metabolism, and then, following the pathway used for flight.
The discussion section evaluates the yield estimates by comparing them to empirical measurements described in the literature, then assesses the results, examines the assumptions, and considers the validity of the approach.
Results
The conversion efficiency of each of the five pathways of figure 1 is considered separately below. 
Blood catabolism for ATP formation
The first major metabolic pathway involves the conversion of the amino acids obtained from the protein in a bloodmeal into the high energy bonds in ATP used to power cellular processes and muscular motion. All adult tsetse use part of their bloodmeals for this purpose. The
The biochemical pathways involved in digestive conversion in tsetse net estimate of the yield of this conversion pathway must incorporate the costs of uric acid formation required to excrete all of the nitrogen in the bloodmeal.
The proportion of conversion of blood to ATP is calculated starting, for convenience, with a pool of blood which consists of 100 moles of amino acids in the molar proportions of human blood presented in [22] and repeated in the second column of table 1. The starting pool of amino acids, after accounting for the excretion of arginine and histidine and for the amino acids which contain several nitrogen atoms, contains 99.1 moles of nitrogen and 453.5 moles of carbon, as presented in the totals of the third and fourth columns of table 1.
When bloodmeal amino acids are converted to ATP, all of the absorbed nitrogen is excreted as uric acid [22] . Uric acid formation requires the use of a glycine carbon back-bone, the input of carbon from both carbon dioxide and formate, the inclusion of nitrogen from the transamination of glutamine to glutamate and the input of energy. This analysis assigns all of the glycine, serine, and cysteine and part of the alanine in the blood meal to form the glycine precursors to uric acid. These four amino acids are present in sufficient concentrations in the bloodmeal to provide all the glycine required to form enough uric acid to dispose of all the absorbed nitrogen. Both the carbon dioxide and the energy required in the manufacture of this uric acid can be obtained from the catabolic degradation of some of the amino acids in the original pool.
The overall costs of uric acid formation are calculated as conversions of alanine and cysteine to serine, serine to glycine and glycine to uric acid based on the reaction sequences in Michal [12] , with the parentheses in this par- The gross energy yield and gas exchange in the catabolism of Krebs cycle elements in atoms per amino acid converted. Succinyl-CoA 25 5 5
The gross energy yield and gas exchange in amino acid catabolism based on the estimated energy yields of Krebs cycle elements given in table 2, in atoms per amino acid converted.
agraph indicating the figure from that work documenting the reactions. The conversions of alanine to pyruvate (4.2-1) and cysteine to pyruvate (4.5-3) are followed by the conversion of pyruvate to serine (4.4-1). Serine is converted to two glycine molecules (4.4-3) and, finally, the glycine is converted to uric acid (8. 1-2 and 8.1-4) . The overall costs of uric acid formation from each amino acid precursor are as follows: The numbers of ATP molecules required are higher than the results presented for avian biochemistry by Stevens [43] (see page 75) because this analysis includes the two NADH molecules needed to recreate formate for the activation of N 10 -Formyltetrahydrofolate [12] (see figure 9 .6-1) and includes a NADH molecule released during the conversion of Inosine-5'-Phosphate to Xanthosine-5'-Phosphate [12] (see figure 8.1-4) . The remaining amino acid molecules can be fully catabolised through the Krebs cycle to form high energy phosphate bonds in ATP. The reactions of catabolism are described in the text and figures of Michal [12] , as follows. The conversions of each amino acid into pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, or Krebs cycle elements are described in the figures of chapter 4 which covers amino acid biochemistry. Additionally, the conversions of pyruvate and acetyl-CoA to elements in the Krebs cycle are presented in figure 3 .3-1, the Krebs cycle is shown in figure 3 .8-2, and the ATP yields of the oxidation of both NADH and FADH 2 are given in section 3.8.3. Using this information, the calculated yields of catabolism are presented in the tables of this paper, table 2 for the Krebs cycle products and table 3 for the amino acids themselves. This conversion requires oxygen for the reduction of NADH and FADH 2 . The carbon contained in the amino acids is released as carbon dioxide. The sulfur in cysteine and methionine is simply ignored; it is likely excreted in the pigmented fraction of the exuvium [22] . The results of the catabolic conversion of the amino acids remaining from a pool of 100 moles of blood derived amino acids after accounting for the total disposal of the nitrogen through uric acid formation.
The overall catabolism of the bloodmeal for energetic production is simply the combination of the uric acid disposal pathway and the catabolism of the remaining amino acids. The overall conversion of 100 moles of blood derived amino acids results in 25 moles of uric acid, 1600 moles of ATP, and 330 moles of carbon dioxide while using 420 moles of oxygen. The full catabolism of the blood meal has a calculated respiratory quotient of 0.79, close to the 0.8 value usually used for protein.
These numbers become more meaningful when considered in terms of mass. For convenience we can start with 1.0 mg of dry blood. Dry blood is approximately 20% of the wet weight of blood [22, 44] so 1.0 mg dry blood would correspond to 5.0 mg of wet blood meal. Of the 1.0 mg dry blood, approximately 0.88 mg is non-haematin protein available for digestion [22] . In the separation of protein into amino acids, water of hydration is absorbed giving the amino acids 1.14 times the mass of the protein [22] so the resulting mass of amino acids is once again around 1.0 mg. The amino acids in this pool have a proportional average mass of 131.51 g per mole calculated from the proportions of amino acids in blood given by Bursell [22] and the molecular mass of each amino acid. The milligram pool of amino acids therefore contains 7.61 × 10 -6 moles of amino acids. Using this number of molecules of blood derived amino acids and the yields established above, a 1.0 mg dry bloodmeal yields 1.22 × 10 -4 moles of ATP while requiring the formation of 0.32 mg uric acid. Based on the ideal gas law at standard temperature (25°C) and pressure (1 atmosphere), 1.0 mg of dry blood requires 782 mm 3 oxygen and yields 615 mm 3 of carbon dioxide when degraded entirely to create ATP.
Blood conversion to protein
The second major metabolic pathway involves the conversion of blood into protein. Adult flies which have just emerged from the puparial stage create protein to increase their flight musculature [45, 46] . Mature pregnant females form protein as part of the milk which feeds the developing offspring. Based on the assumption of equivalence between the amino acid composition of blood, of muscle, and of milk protein, the formation of muscle or milk protein consists simply of the direct transfer of a portion of the bloodmeal amino acids coupled with the use of 4 ATP per amino acid [12] (see page 135) to form the protein chain. This estimated energetic cost of protein formation ignores the possible energetic recovery from the pyrophosphate released in the reaction linking each amino acid to the transfer RNA molecule [47] (see page 963). The other costs of protein manufacture, including all of the cellular processes required to develop and maintain the protein synthesis infrastructure, are also ignored so that this analysis underestimates the costs and therefore over-estimates the amount of protein generated from a given bloodmeal.
Starting again with 100 moles of original amino acids, the conversion of this entire pool of amino acids to protein requires 100 moles of peptide bonds or 400 moles of ATP. By expanding the original pool with an additional 25 moles of amino acids, the 400 moles of ATP required can be obtained since the previous section showed that 100 moles of amino acids yield 1600 moles of ATP. Therefore the pool of 100 moles of amino acids which are used for the protein biomass must be combined with the 25 moles of amino acids used to generate energy thereby requiring a total of 125 moles of amino acids from the blood to create protein containing 100 moles of amino acids. Equivalently, 100 moles of blood amino acids can be partitioned into 80 moles to make protein while burning the remaining 20 moles for metabolic energy and uric acid formation. This process would generate 1/5 th of the uric acid and carbon dioxide from the previous section and require 1/ 5 th of the oxygen.
In mass terms, 1 mg of dry blood can be used to create 0.80 mg of muscle or milk protein requiring the formation and excretion of 0.06 mg uric acid, the inhalation of 156 mm 3 of oxygen, and the exhalation of 123 mm 3 of carbon dioxide.
Blood conversion to fat
The third major metabolic pathway in tsetse involves the use of the bloodmeal to create triglycerides in the fat body. All adult flies must convert part of the bloodmeal to energetic reserves and pregnant female flies will use part of the blood allocated to reproduction to create the triglycerides in the secreted milk.
Starting again with an original pool of 100 moles of blood derived amino acids, a first allocation will be to the formation of uric acid. Fat does not contain nitrogen so all of the nitrogen in the bloodmeal must be formed into uric acid and excreted before fat formation. This process is identical to the excretion of nitrogen involved in the pathway converting blood to ATP so the numbers presented in that section work for this pathway as well.
The remaining amino acids provide both the carbon precursors of the fat molecules and the energy required for synthesis. The reactions are taken from Michal [12] and listed here in parenthesis. The synthesis of triesters of palmitic acid requires the combination of one pyruvate molecule to make the glycerol head (figure 3.1-1) with 24 acetyl-CoA molecules to make the fatty acid chains (section 6.1-4). Linking the acetyl molecules into fatty acid chains and then to the glycerol head (section 6.2-1) requires 137 ATP molecules to drive the synthesis. The amino acids remaining after accounting for uric acid formation are therefore assigned proportionally to pyruvate, acetyl-CoA, and ATP. Carbon dioxide is released and oxygen consumed only in the process of catabolic degradation for ATP production. The net effect of the conversion of 100 moles of blood amino acids into fat is the creation, as before, of 25 moles of uric acid, the creation of 4.1 moles of fat, the release of 120 moles of carbon dioxide, and the consumption of 210 moles of oxygen.
In mass terms, 1 mg of dry blood yields 0.25 mg fat, 0.32 mg uric acid, 224 mm 3 carbon dioxide, and requires 391 mm 3 oxygen. The amino acids from the bloodmeal assigned in this analysis to the synthesis of acetyl-CoA for the fatty acid chains of the fat molecule. Phenylalinine and tyrosine yield a mixture of Krebs cycle products as shown in figure 1 and only the fractions yielding acetyl-CoA are considered here, the other fractions are considered in the synthesis of ATP presented below. Tryptophan is catabolized into both the pyruvate described above and an acetyl-CoA fraction included in this table. The amino acids catabolised to fuel triglyceride assembly. Only the parts of phenylalinine and tyrosine not used in the creation of pyruvate and acetyl-CoA are consumed to generate ATP.
Fat catabolism
The two remaining major metabolic pathways both involve the catabolic degradation of fat to obtain ATP. The first pathway is used by tsetse during all stages of life. This pathway proceeds directly through the Krebs cycle. The second pathway is used by adult tsetse to provide energy to flight muscles and involves the transformation of alanine to proline and back. These two pathways are considered below.
The first pathway of triglyceride degradation involves, first, the split of the triester into the glycerol head and the three fatty acid chains [12] (see figure 6.2-1) , then, the sequential split of an acetyl group from each fatty acid [12] (see figure 6.1-9) , and, finally, the degradation of both the glycerol and acetyl molecules via the Krebs cycle [12] for each triester of palmitic acid.
The second pathway of fat catabolism starts with the degradation of the triglyceride as above to acetyl-CoA. The acetyl-CoA molecules are then used to convert alanine through the Krebs cycle to proline. This proline is transported to the flight muscles and degraded, through the other reactions of the Krebs cycle, back to alanine during flight. The formation of proline, based on the pathway presented in McCabe and Bursell [33] (see figure 3 ) and the reactions in Michal [12] , is:
1 Alanine + 1 Acetyl-CoA + 2 NADH + 2 ATP → 1 Proline
This equation differs from that presented in Bursell [35] (see figure 3 ) by accounting for the molecule of ATP required to activate E-Biotin with the carbon dioxide molecule as part of the pyruvate carboxylase pathway [12] (see figure 3 .3-1) and by accounting for a slight difference between the modern understanding of the Krebs cycle and the interpretation of Bursell's. In the flight muscle sarcosome, the proline is degraded back to alanine yielding:
1 Proline + 3 O 2 → 1 Alanine + 2 CO 2 + 15 ATP according to the pathway presented in McCabe and Bursell [41] (see figure 3 ) and the reactions in Michal [12] . This equation differs from that presented by Bursell [37] but only in one atom of oxygen and one of ATP. When these two equations are combined, the degradation of each acetyl radical derived from the fat molecule results in the overall equation:
1 Acetyl-CoA + 2 O 2 → 2 CO 2 + 8 ATP This pathway generates two fewer ATP per acetyl radical degraded than does degradation through the Krebs cycle. The amount of oxygen released has been calculated based on offsetting the NADH molecules needed to create proline with those generated in the degradation of proline.
Since these processes may occur at different times, this estimate of oxygen use only works as a long term average.
Generating energy through this pathway, using the modern interpretation, would result in the overall degradation of one triglyceride molecule as follows. This pathway provides less energy than the general pathway of oxidation presented above, entirely due to the differing yields in the degradation of the acetyl radicals.
Converting these numbers to mass terms, 1 mg of tsetse fat can be used to generate 4.13 × 10 -4 moles of ATP for the first pathway or 3.51 × 10 -4 moles for the second. Both pathways release 1550 mm 3 of carbon dioxide and, despite differing in energetic yield, both require 2200 mm 3 of oxygen. The calculated respiratory quotient of fat catabolism is 0.70, which is the value generally used for fats and the value presented by Michal [12] (see page 408).
Overall results
The yields in each of the five major metabolic pathways of figure 1 are presented in table 7. The table includes estimates of the proportions of conversion of blood to ATP, fat, and protein and of fat to ATP through the two pathways used by tsetse. The table also includes the proportion of uric acid formed to excrete excess nitrogen and the volumes of carbon dioxide released and oxygen consumed in each conversion process.
Discussion
The estimates presented in table 7 can be evaluated by comparison against experimental results.
Bursell [22] estimated the amount of uric acid excreted following a bloodmeal to be directly proportional to the size of the meal. He estimated that a 1 mg dry mass bloodmeal would lead to the formation of 0.280 mg uric acid for the first meal and 0.342 mg in subsequent meals. These measurements compare favorably with the calculated values presented here of 0.32 mg uric acid per mg dry bloodmeal for the production of either ATP or fat and of 0.06 mg uric acid per mg dry bloodmeal in the production of protein. Flies feeding for the first time are investing much of their bloodmeals into the formation of flight musculature [45, 46] so the value measured by Bursell should be due to the use of the bloodmeal for both conversion to ATP and manufacture of protein. The measured value for the first bloodmeal can be explained from the calculated values by assuming 15.4% of the first bloodmeal is used to make protein and the rest is used to make energy or fat. The measured value in later meals, while greater than the calculated values for the production of energy and fat, is nonetheless close to the value calculated here. The calculated results account for all of the nitrogen in the bloodmeal so that it is not necessary to consider the possibility of nitrogen excretion through ammonium.
Rajagopal and Bursell [48] measured the rate of respiration in resting tsetse in the days after feeding. They estimate a three day total respiration of 2184 mm 3 oxygen following a bloodmeal of 25 mg wet mass. Using the calculated rates presented here, the same bloodmeal would consume approximately 3900 mm 3 of oxygen if all the blood were converted to energy, 2000 mm 3 of oxygen if the blood were made into fat, and 800 mm 3 of oxygen if the blood were made into protein. Since these numbers bracket the measured result, it is possible to explain the measurement as a combination of the calculated values, demonstrating the plausibility of the estimates presented here.
Puparia of tsetse do not feed but depend on accumulated energetic reserves. Puparia of Glossina morsitans orientalis Vanderplank consume roughly 4200 mm 3 oxygen total during this phase of their lifecycle [49] and use approximately 2.0 mg fat [50] . From the calculations presented here, the conversion of 2.0 mg fat to energy would require 4400 mm 3 oxygen which falls within 5% of the measured result, again validating these estimates.
These comparisons indicate that the yield proportions calculated in this paper appear plausible as initial estimates despite the disparate sources of analytic data, the many assumptions and simplifications required by the analysis, and the issues with the methodological approach of this work. The stoichiometric approach seems to account for the bulk of experimental observation based on its mechanistic explanation of chemical reaction yields.
While the overall results appear to be plausible, certain of the assumptions on which the yield calculations were based appear especially problematic and should be revisted. The assumption that all metabolic energy can be treated as equivalent to ATP correctly quantifies the energetic costs but can lead to a significant over-estimate of the oxygen required by a conversion pathway. This assumption implicitly assumes that all of the energy obtained from NADH and FADH 2 involves the generation of ATP through the electron transport chain with the concomitant use of oxygen. However, some of the conversion pathways involve reactions which use NADH and FADH 2 directly. The assumption has a trivial effect on the estimate of the oxygen use in the conversion of blood protein into ATP. Part of the energetic cost of uric acid formation can be met directly by NADH, accounting for 2.5 of the 11.5 ATP equivalents per uric acid molecule. Since this accounts for roughly 22% of this energetic cost, the estimate of required oxygen for this path should be lowered by this amount. However, the effect of the assumption on the estimate of the overall oxygen requirement is insignificant, leading to an increase of two moles out of the 420 moles total oxygen use estimate, an effect of less than 1%.
The assumption does have a significant effect on the estimate of oxygen use in the conversion of blood protein into fat. Partly this is due to an overestimate of oxygen use in the formation of uric acid, but that effect is tiny. Predominantly, the effect comes from the energetic cost of triglyceride formation in which, of the 137 ATP equivalents required per triglyceride, 110 can be met with NADH The calculated yield estimates of the five major metabolic pathways in tsetse and the associated uric acid formed, carbon dioxide released and oxygen used. ATP indicates the additional formation of one phosphate to phosphate bond, Fat refers to triesters of palmitic acid, and Protein indicates polypeptide chains. Volumes were calculated assuming a standard temperature of 25°C and pressure of 1 atmosphere. The accuracy of these numbers exists only to report calculated results; these numbers are probably only accurate to the first significant figure. The estimated volume of oxygen released during fat anabolism is probably too high as explained in the discussion.
directly. The overall estimate of oxygen use should therefore be lowered by around 77% to approximately 90 mm 3 , leading to respiratory quotient of around 2.5. The assumption should not have any significant effect on the estimate of oxygen use during conversion of blood into body protein production. A trivially small error does arise due to the assumption because protein formation requires ATP for peptide bond formation and ATP production overestimates oxygen use by around 1% due to the error in uric acid formation. The assumption should not have any effect on the estimates of oxygen use during fat catabolism to ATP along either pathway.
The assumption that tsetse body mass can be treated simply as a combination of water, palmitic acid, and muscle protein ignores the contributions of carbohydrates, such as chitin, of nucleic acids, such as transcription RNA, and of other non-proteinaceous body mass components but this omission should not lead to any major error. A more accurate representation of the body fat fraction of tsetse mass should not greatly alter the results obtained here since the energetic difference in the manufacture of equal masses of different fats is relatively small. The assumption that RDW is composed entirely of muscular protein will affect the results of the analysis depending on the relative proportions of these other tissues, on differences in the costs and efficiencies of the reactions of conversion, and on the differences in the energy content of these tissues compared to protein. Structural carbohydrates account for only around 10% of typical insect body mass [28] , have a similar energy content to protein, and differ in formation costs primarily due to uric acid formation which requires only 10% by mass of the original pool of amino acids. The treatment of chitin as protein should therefore only have a small effect on the yield estimate. Non-structural carbohydrates do not form a significant part of tsetse body mass [25] . Nucleic acids account for only around 4% of typical insect body mass [28] . The assumption that RDW can be treated as comprised entirely of protein therefore appears to lead only to a small error. Both the assumption of the equivalence of the amino acid composition of vertebrate blood, tsetse muscle, and female milk and the simplification of protein manufacturing costs to peptide bond formation lead to overestimates in the amount of protein produced from the blood. Preliminary analysis suggests the correct yield might be as low as 0.56 mg milk protein per milligram blood instead of the 0.80 mg reported here. However, accurate estimates incorporating differences in amino acid composition require both better data to demonstrate the consistency of the amino acid composition in different species, samples, locations, and time periods and better methods of calculation able to obtain a true maximum yield for the pathways described. This analysis ignores the pathway of carbohydrate synthesis and catabolism which could be an important, albeit temporary, metabolic pathway. Tsetse do not use carbohydrates to store energy, as was stated earlier, but might nonetheless use the pathway in their metabolism. The cyclic creation and use of carbohydrates from Krebs cycle precursors requires no oxygen, releases no carbon dioxide, and only consumes small amounts of energy. Ignoring this pathway, even if it were used, should therefore not have any significant impact on the calculated yields. These assumptions were necessary in this paper to obtain the estimates of table 7 but are not inherent to the biochemical approach. Future studies could therefore refine these estimates.
The yield estimates presented in table 7, while they improve on the current understanding, could nonetheless be improved. The biochemical approach leads to estimates which are significantly lower than the crude estimates which were presented in the background section and which were based on the energy content of the tissues. The yield estimates of ATP in the catabolic pathways are between 22% and 30% of the crude estimate. The yield estimate of fat is between 56% and 74% of the crude estimates, while the yield estimate of protein is 80% of the crude estimate. These modifications are due to considering the energetic costs of the transformation, to considering the biomass and energetic costs of uric acid formation for the disposal of nitrogen, and to an approach which incorporates the inefficiencies of the biochemical reactions involved in conversion. However, all of the biological costs of digestion, growth, and transcription are still ignored. Because both nitrogen and carbon are tracked explicitly in the stoichiometric equations, the estimated amounts of uric acid formed and of carbon dioxide released should be essentially exact. The estimated amount of oxygen required is still inaccurate. The oxygen requirement depends primarily on the amount of ATP formed through the electron transport chain. As was discussed above, the treatment of all energy as ATP equivalents leads to a significant overestimate of the oxygen requirement in the conversion of blood protein to body fat.
The biochemical approach and the calculation strategy used in this paper succeed in providing working numbers for future research but suffer from a number of limitations. The derivation of tissue composition from data obtained by disparate studies leads to an inconsistent basis for the rest of the analysis and lacks detail such as the variation in these tissue compositions between species and over time. This could be improved through direct experimental analysis. The derivation of the reaction sequence from the figures of Biochemical Atlas [12] does not guarantee obtaining either the real or an optimal pathway. This could be improved using an approach based on stoichiometric matrices [51, 52] which would include multiple alternative pathways and might allow numerical determination of the optimum. The determination of the stoichiometric balance of each reaction from graphical representations is prone to error. An alternative derivation based on direct access to the proteinomic databases could avoid this error. The use of a spreadsheet to perform the calculation was problematic and could be improved through the use of an approach based on stoichiometric matrices. In the future, a better approach than that used here would be to improve and use the informatic tools available for this type of study. Such tools would use complete databases of known metabolic reactions to construct stoichiometric matrices which include the reactions along all plausible pathways. The tools would then solve the matrices using computer algorithms to automatically calculate maximum yields of products and byproducts. Several long term projects seem to be working on such an informatic platform but face numerous difficulties in the integration of biochemical data, in the development of graph traversal and optimization algorithms, and in the creation of flexible interfaces for researchers to use.
Since the estimates presented in this paper appear plausible as a first approximation, the impact of these yield ratios can be briefly considered by comparing the efficiency of energy generation along the three ATP generating pathways. The pathway involving conversion of the bloodmeal to fat and then to ATP is 83% as efficient as the pathway of direct conversion of the bloodmeal to ATP. The pathway used to provide the metabolic ATP during flight is 70% as efficient as the simple conversion of blood to ATP and 86% as efficient as the pathway of fat catabolism directly through the Krebs cycle. It is interesting to note how little energy is lost by the indirect transformations.
Conclusion
This approach to the analysis of the metabolic efficiency in tsetse succeeds in obtaining the all desired estimates, in improving on the calorimetric approach, and in obtaining estimates which appear reasonable when compared to experimental results. The stoichiometric approach was able to derive yield estimates for each of the major metabolic pathways in tsetse, as described by figure 1, and to include estimates of the uric acid which must be excreted during each of these conversions, of the carbon dioxide released by the conversion, and of the oxygen required. These estimates, presented in table 7, reach a level of accuracy beyond what is possible using a calorimetric approach because they include intrinsically the inefficiencies and costs of biochemical conversion. The estimates derived in this paper, despite the crudeness of the approach and the omission of the biological costs, appear reasonable when compared to laboratory measurements.
These estimates therefore provide useful working numbers for future research.
The estimates presented in table 7 can be used to assess the trade-offs made in tsetse physiology throughout the lifecycle between the generation of each of the principal metabolic products. For instance, it becomes possible to analyze the trade-off made by tsetse between the allocation of nutritional resources to the production of metabolic energy as against to the growth of the different components of biomass, muscle or fat. The estimates open up a new, quantitative strategy for reexamining the extensive analysis of digestive physiology in tsetse [20, 21, [53] [54] [55] [56] . The estimates also provide a way to relate the extensive experimental evidence of respiration rates to the experiments of resource use and of changes in body mass. For example, the average respiration rate of mature male tsetse in the field has been measured based on the rate of loss of radioactive caesium isotopes [57, 58] ; those estimates can now be directly converted into estimates of blood mass use and metabolic energy consumption. The ultimate value of these estimates will become apparent once they are used to assemble a dynamic mass-energy budget which describes the time varying flows of biomass and energy in tsetse populations.
The biochemical approach to the estimation of conversion yields extends the work of ecologists interested in trophic interactions. The approach provides useful estimates which, despite the crude approach of the current study, can readily be refined using a similar analytic strategy but deriving the data from a systematic, experimental approach and using more sophisticated informatic tools. Nutritional ecologists working on digestive metabolism, like their counterparts working on cell metabolism, will be forced to use a biochemical approach in order to distinguish the purely biochemical costs of digestion from the biological costs. Ecologists developing organism specific dynamic mass-energy budgets will benefit from the detail provided by the biochemical approach. Population modelers working on physiologically based population models can use similar biochemical analyses to extend their mechanistic explanations to a more fundamental level and can chain models in multitrophic systems based on the actual currency, mass and energy, which drives ecological systems.
The results presented in this paper have been obtained solely for the purpose of developing an extensive analysis of tsetse and the disease which these flies transmit. The numbers provide the means to develop a dynamic massenergy budget for tsetse through which to examine their feeding rate. The numbers also provide a quantitative basis from which to estimate the intrinsic rate of growth, in biomass terms, of tsetse populations. Jointly these pro-vide a way to study of the rate of feeding of tsetse populations, which is the critical parameter determining the rate of transmission of trypanosomes and therefore the epidemiology of trypanosomiasis.
Methods
The estimates presented in this paper were calculated by balancing the stoichiometry of all the biochemical reactions involved in the major metabolic pathways in tsetse based on published descriptions of the composition of the reactants, of the pathways used by tsetse metabolism, and of the specific reactions involved. These calculations required several simplifying procedures. Where multiple substrates could be used for the formation of a given end product, the substrate which needed the fewest biochemical steps to produce the desired end product is used. For instance, any amino acid can be used as a precursor to uric acid but here glycine (Gly), serine (Ser), cysteine (Cys) and alanine (Ala) are assigned to the conversion since they require the fewest biochemical steps. Where alternative intermediate pathways are possible, the most energetically efficient path which could be found was chosen. In all pathways, the costs of reactivation of the enzymes and catalysts are explicitly included in the resulting stoichiometric calculations.
A number of stoichiometric equivalences are used in this work. Guanosine triphosphate (GTP) is assumed energetically equivalent to adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The conversion of ATP to adenosine monophosphate (AMP) was assumed equivalent to two conversions of ATP to adenosine diphosphate (ADP). Similarly, reduced nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) is assumed equivalent to reduced nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NADH). Each of these is assumed to be energetically equivalent to 2.5 cystolic ATP whereas each reduced flavin-adenine dinucleotide (FADH 2 ) is assumed equivalent to 1.5 cystolic ATP based on Michal [12] (see page 44).
All calculations were performed using the free Gnumeric spreadsheet [59] and solved through iterative calculation.
Since the proportions of conversion are independent of the actual quantity of substrate converted, each calculation was started, for convenience, with 100 moles of bloodmeal derived amino acids. The quantities of amino acids entering each metabolic pathway were assigned in a stepwise fashion, first to account for the excretion of the excess nitrogen through uric acid formation, next to form the ATP required, and finally to create the desired end products. Where the pathways required proportional formation of several end products, initial estimates for each path were changed iteratively to bring the end products to the correct proportions with the spreadsheet recalculating the metabolic consequences of these changes. The approach used here does not necessarily obtain the optimal solution since the biochemical pathways form a complex graph but this approach serves as a first approximation to the actual net proportion of conversion of substrates to products.
List of abbreviations
AA Amino Acid.
ADP Adenosine diphosphate.
AMP Adenosine monophosphate.
ATP Adenosine triphosphate, the primary carrier of metabolic energy.
CO 2 Carbon dioxide, also written CO2.
-CoA CoenzymeA, an enzyme that joins with metabolites in several biochemical reactions, for instance, acetyl-CoA is the complex of an acetyl radical and this enzyme.
FADH 2 Flavin-adenine dinucleotide, a molecule used to transfer energy between the Krebs cycle and the ATP generating mitochondria.
Fat The fraction of body mass extracted by alcohol after desiccation.
GTP Guanosine triphosphate, an ATP equivalent carrier of matabolic energy.
mol Mole, Avogadro's number or 6.023 × 10 23 .
NADH Nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide, a molecule used to transfer energy between the Krebs cycle and the ATP generating mitochondria.
NADPH Nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide phospate, a molecule used to transfer energy between the Krebs cycle and the ATP generating mitochondria.
O 2 Molecular Oxygen, also written O2.
RDW Residual Dry Weight, the remaining mass after desiccation and extraction of the alcohol soluble fraction.
Here 'weight' is used as a synonym of mass, despite the slight inaccuracy.
RNA Ribonucleic acid.
Amino acids Ala Alanine
Arg Arginine
